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Directing Traffic: Roads, Mobility, and Violence in Indigenous Writing 

 
Course Description: 
From the history of the Road Allowance People to the recently memorialised “Highway of Tears,” roads 
figure prominently in Indigenous people’s collective and personal experiences of dispossession. 
Focusing on a selection of literature by Indigenous writers in Canada, this course will examine the 
histories of removal, relocation, and violence that have been associated with roads. We will consider 
the racialised and gendered dimensions of mobility as we move from historical experiences of 
dislocation to the continued violence against Indigenous women specifically. Reading our corpus of 
texts in light of the distressing number of Indigenous women who have gone missing along stretches 
of highways, we will attempt to theorise what this violence suggests about the limits of mobility in a 
cultural moment feted for its increased circulation of people, capital, and information. What do such 
disappearances reveal about the spatialisation of race and the vulnerability of those deemed, in Tim 
Cresswell’s term, “out of place” in settled landscapes? 
 
Our discussion will move beyond a specific focus on roads to theorize auto/mobility, space, frontiers, 
and borders more broadly. We will examine genealogies of segregation (the spatial politics of the 
reserve system, for instance) within a specific context of settler colonialism. While this course examines 
struggles over spatial justice, we will also look at many instances where Indigenous communities 
redefined mobility: the Tobique women’s 1979 “100 Mile Walk,” the Oka blockades, the Sto:lo’s 
obstruction of the Canadian National rail line, and the February 14 Memorial March for Murdered and 
Missing Women are but a handful of instances where roads were transformed into sites of political 
resistance. Many of the authors whom we will read similarly recast mobility in ways that push past 
traumatic histories of forced relocation. We will consider acts of reterritorialisation, along with 
experiences of spatial violence, in light of global and transnational developments. 
 
Required Texts: 
Primary literary texts: 

 Joseph Boyden, “Painted Tongue” 
 Marie Clements, Burning Vision 
 ---, The Unnatural and Accidental Women 
 Marilyn Dumont, “City View” poems 
 Tomson Highway, The Rez Sisters 
 Richard Van Camp, “Dogrib Midnight Runners” 
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Theoretical and critical works: 

 Mike Featherstone, Nigel Thrift, and John Urry, eds., Automobilities 
 Fran Tonkiss, Space, the City and Social Theory 
 Coursepack of essays by Sara Ahmed, Tim Creswell, Michel de Certeau, Philip Deloria, Michel 

Foucault, David Theo Goldberg, Akhil Gupta, Henri Lefebvre, Achille Mbembe, Pierre Nora, Brian 
Thom, and others. 

  


